
57-th Polish Mathematical Olympiad 2005/06

First Round
September 12 – December 5, 2005

1. Determine all nonnegative integersn for which 2n +105 is a perfect square.

2. Solve the equation5
√

x =
[

5
√

3x
]

in nonnegative real numbers.

3. An acute-angled triangleABC is inscribed in a circle with centerO. PointD is
the projection ofC ontoAB, and pointsE andF are the projections of the pointD
ontoAC andBC, respectively. Prove that the area of quadrilateralEOFC equals
half the area of triangleABC.

4. The participants of a mathematical ocmpetition were solving six problems. Each
problem was marked with 6, 5, 2 or 0 points. It turned out that for every two
participantsA andB there are two problems, such that on each of themA and
B obtained different scores. Find the largest possible number of participants for
which this is possible.

5. Leta,b be real numbers. Consider the functions

f (x) = ax + b|x| and g(x) = ax−b|x|.

Prove that iff ( f (x)) = x for everyx ∈ R, theng(g(x)) = x for everyx ∈ R.

6. A line passes through the orthocenterH of an acute-angled triangleABC and
meets the sidesAC andBC atD andE, respectively. The line throughH perpen-

dicular toDE intersects the lineAB at pointF. Prove that
DH
HE

=
AF
FB

.

7. A prime numberp > 3 and positive integersa,b,c satisfya + b + c = p +1 and
the numbera3 + b3 + c3 − 1 is divisible by p. Show that at least one of the
numbersa,b,c is equal to 1.

8. A tetrahedronABCD is circumscribed to a sphere with centerS and radius 1 such
thatSA ≥ SB ≥ SC. Show thatSA >

√
5.

9. Letk1 < k2 < · · · < km be nonnegative integers. Definen = 2k1 +2k2 + · · ·+2km .
Find the number of odd coefficients of the polynomialP(x) = (x +1)n.

10. Positive numbersa,b,c satisfy the equalityab + bc + ca = 3. Prove that

a3 + b3+ c3 +6abc≥ 9.

11. In a concave quadrilateralABCD the interior angle atA is greater than 180◦ and
AB ·CD = AD ·BC. PointP is symmetric toA with respect toBD. Prove that
∠PCB = ∠ACD.
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12. For a given positive integera0 define the sequence(an) by

ai+1 =

{

ai/2 if ai is even,
3ai −1 if ai is odd,

, i = 0,1,2, . . .

Prove that ifn is a natural number such thatan = a0, then 2n > a0.
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